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I Fill up the blanks/True or False (10 x 1=10)

1 • is the process of finding the present value of future amount
2. is the present worth of incremental net benefit or incremental cash flow

stream

^refers to the ability of the firm to meet its obligations in the short am

4- ^ratios are calculated to measure the overall efficiency of the business
5. Fixed cost remains at all volumes of output

^capital represents the contribution of equity shareholders who are
theoretically the owners to the firm

2- prefers to stocks of anything necessary to do business

8. The activity of estimating the quantity of a product or service that consumers will

purchase is

9. Monopoly always generates huge profits (True/False)

10. Breakeven point is a point at which there is neither any profit nor loss (True /False)

n Write short notes on any FIVE questions (5 x 2=10)
1. How management is relevant to forest business

2. Enumerate the systems of accounting in forest business

3. Explain the loanmg procedure of any financial institution

4. What are the tools used for measuring farm business efihciency

5. How to manage inventory in forest business

6. Describe the various plannmg types relevant to forest business

7. How do credit institutions do the appraisal for loans

m Write short essay on any FIVE questions (5 x 4=20)

1. Explain any one business valuation method

2. List out the various sources of finance for forest business

3. Differentiate borrowed capital and owned capital

4. Explain the break even analysis in relevance to forest business

5. Discuss the scheduling and controlling process



16. they key decision making areas in fores, business
7. What are the major laws governing the forest business

IV Write essay on any ONE
.. interrelationships amongpianning,forecasting and budge,iir
2. D.SCUSS m detaU about the importance of fotest business management and its valuatio,


